Title word cross-reference

(4, 5) [SH77]. 0 [JS78a]. 1 [JS78a]. $10.95
[Cho77a]. $11.25 [Pol76]. $12.50 [Ano77c].
$15.95 [Kot77]. $16.95 [Ano77d, Ano77h].
$17.50 [Orr79a]. $18.00 [Kin77]. $18.50
[Wal78]. $18.95 [Ano77b, Coo78a]. $19.50
[Ste78e]. $19.95 [Cho77b]. $22 [Ell76].
$22.50 [Rod77b]. $22.95 [Orr79b, Ste78d].
$23 [SS76]. $24.95
[Ano77a, KS78c, Rod77a]. $25.00
[Orr77, Ano77f, Orr77]. $27.50 [Ste78b].
$28.95 [Ano77g]. $29.95 [Ano77c]. $32.90
[Ste78c]. A [EH78, Lp78]. C[1] [MM79a]. f
[Mil75]. f′(0)f − f(0)f′ [Mil75]. k
[AEMT79]. λ [Tur75]. n [ES79]. p [AH79]. Q
[Nah76]. x [Wal79].
-cube [ES79]. -function [Nah76].
-parametric [AH79]. -projection [Wai79].
-stable [LP78]. -th [AEMT79].
11 [Ste78e]. 1977 [Zei79a, Zei79b, Zei79d].
1979 [Ano78d]. 1980 [Ano79c].
236pp. [Wid79].
99pp [Pol76].
a-posteriori) [GTG75]. Academic
[Rod77b]. accelerated [L75]. accelerating
[Smi78]. Acceleration [Wai79]. Adams
[KFS77, RT78]. Adams-type [RT78].
addressing [Dym79]. Adleman [BB79].
Advanced [Orr75b]. Advantages [Mit79].
Algebra [Zei79a]. algorithm
Algorithmic [Cha76]. Algorithms [KMS77, WK77, GK76, GPV78, Ste78c, Coo78a].

alternating [AH79]. always [BB79]. amount [Str76]. Analysis [Ano77c, Cho77b, Cho78b, GPV78, Rod77a, Wid79, Ano79c, BJY78, Bro79, CO75, Cho78a, LG75, Nah76, Sto79, Sza79, War75, Ano77b, Ano77e, Ano77g, Wid78].


axisymmetric [KZ75].

B [Ano77f, Wal78]. based [LFW75]. bases [AM79, McL79c]. basis [Wac79]. Bathe [Ano77g]. be [GK76]. Beach [Zei79d].


biharmonic [Red77]. Biology [Ell76]. Bird [Ano77h]. Blaauw [Ano77d]. board [Ano76a, Ano77i, Ano78b, Ano75a, Ano79a]. Bobiller [Wal78]. Book [Ano77b, Ano77c, Ano77d, Ano77e, Ano77f, Ano77a, Ano77g, Ano77h, Cho77a, Cho77b, Cho78a, Cho78b, Coo77b, Coo78a, Coo78b, Ell76, Kin77, KS78c, Kot79, Orrn77, Orr79b, Orr79a, Pol76, Rod77b, Rod77a, Ste78d, Ste78a, Ste78c, Ste78b, Ste78c, SS76, Wal78, Wid78, Wid79, Zei79a, Zei79b, Zei79d, Zei79c, Ano76b]. Books [Ano78a, Ano77k, Ano79b]. both [KZ78].

boundaries [MM79a, Mit79]. boundary [FG77, LL76, RO77, Sac76, She78, dVDB75]. boundary-value [RO77, She78]. bounded [MTC75]. bounds [Dim77, GTG75]. Boyd [ZE77]. buckling [KSZ75, KS78b]. built [KZ78]. Burger [Sac76]. Butterworth [Zei79c].


classic [KMS77]. Classifications [Wid79]. Cliffs [Ano77g, Coo78a, Kot79, Orr79a, Wal78, Wid78, Zei79b]. coefficients [Win79]. combination [Tal78, Tal79].


Computation [HS77, Rho77, Dym79, Rao78]. Computational [HP75, JS78a, Neu75, Ano77c].

Computations [Ng77, CK76]. Computer [Cho77a, Coo77b, Orr79a, Zei79b, Ara75, HP75, Knu75, SS78, Ste78e, Sto79].

Computers [Kin77, Nie75, GPV78, KS78c, Pol76].


evaluating [CO75]. Evaluation [And79, AMT78, AEMT79, Ano77f, Knu76].
Evolution [ES79]. exact [CC76, Sac76].
example [MP76]. examples [Ste78c].
Existence [Red77]. expansions [Luk75, Won77]. experience [JS78a].
extended [Tho78]. extensibility [DS79].
Extensions [McL79a]. extrapolated [AH79].
Factorisation [EO79]. faculty [Coo77a].
family [CS77]. fault [FG76].
Features [DM77]. Fehlberg [SH77]. fields [War75].
finite [Ano77b, Ano77g. FN77, Net78, Pet78, War75, Ada75, AM79, DN78, FGN79, GM76, Gon79a, Gon79b, KPR78, McL79c, Pea76, Red77, RO77, Ru79, She78, Sza79, Tho78, Ano77c].
fire [Cek78]. first [Rie76]. Fisher [Zei79a].
fitting [MP76]. fixed [Cho77c, Coo75, Ost75, Pet78, RC76]. flow [Bal75, CU78, CK76, FG77]. forests [Cek78].
Foreword [McL79b].
Formalization [ZE77]. formula [Asa76].
formulas [Si79]. formulas [Cla76, LFW75, SH77]. formulation [AH79].
forthcoming [Ano75b, Ano75c, Ano76c].
foundations [KZ78]. foundations [Zei79d].
Fourier [Bat78, LG75]. fraction [FD78].
Functions [AMT78, AEMT79, Luk75, Luk77, Sim78, Wac79, Won77]. fuzzy [KS78a].

H [Wel79, Zei79d]. Hall [Ano77d, Ano77g, Coo78a, Kot79, Ott79, Rod77a, Wal78, Wid78, Zei79b]. hard [HS77]. handbook [Ste78c]. Hankel [Won77]. hard [BKLV75b]. Harvard [Kin77]. having [CU78]. Heat [Rod77b].
Hebrew [Rho77]. Helmut [Ste78c].
Henschke [Cho77a]. Herbert [KS78c, Kea75]. hereditary [MR76].
Hermite [Coo78a, Coo79, JS78a, JS78b]. Hermitian [Ada75]. heuristic [Coo77a, CS77, LeB77].
Hierarchies [Pea76].
higher [McL79a, MM79b, McL79c, Red79].
Higher [AM79]. Hodson [Kin77]. Holden [Cho77a]. Holden-Day [Cho77a]. Horst [Ste78c]. Hybrid [LI75, MTC75].
hydrology [Ste78b]. hyper [Ove75].
hyperfine [Ste78b]. hyper-resolution [Ove75].
Hypergeometric [Ng77].

Identification [Del78]. IEP [Zei79a]. II [Coo77b]. imbedding [KSZ75, KM78, KS78b, LM75, LVW76].
Implementation [Ove75, Ano77d]. implicit [AH79, JS78b]. improved [Coo79].
increased [RT77, RT78]. Indirect [Dym79].
infinite [HS77]. initial [KZM78].
Innovative [Ano79c]. Institute [SS76, Ort75b]. integer [CC75, Coo79, JS78a, JS78b]. integral [BKLV75b, DN78, FD78, MR77].
integrals [And79, KS77, Luk77]. Integration [AM79, dVDB75]. International [Ano78d, Ano79c]. interpolants [LFW75].
Interpolation [Gou79b, AAG79, Cla76, JJ77, McL79c].
Interscience [Cho77b, Cho78a, Cho78b, Coo77b, Ell76,
Kahn [Wal78]. Katta [Ste78a]. key [BB79]. Kleinrock [Coo77b]. Kossack [Cho77a].

L [Zei79a]. laboratory [Ste78e]. Laguerre [Gar76, Hai78]. laminar [dVDB75].


Lieberstein [Kea75]. Linear [Ng77, CC75, Coo79, JL79, LI75, RC77, She78, Ta178, Ta179, WK77, Wai79, Win79, Ste78a]. linearly [DK76]. Liouville [Bar75]. loads [KSZ75]. local [DGN75]. location [Coo78c, LeB77]. Locomotion [SS76]. logarithmic [Won77]. London [Zei79d, Zer79c]. long [EGS75].

M [Ano77c, Coo78a, SS76]. Machines [Ano77h]. magnetic [War75]. Maione [Ste78b]. majority [GF79]. Marcum [Nah76]. Massachusetts [Kin77].

Mathematical [Ano77a, Ano78d, Ell76, Lie75, Ste78b, Zer79c]. Mathematics [Orr79a, Zer79b, Gre77, Nie75, Orn77, Kin77].

Mather [Ano77c]. matrices [KS78a, Tur75]. matrix [Del78, HE78, HP75, KM78, Rao78].

Maximization [DK76]. McAllister [Orr79a, Zer79b]. McLone [Zer79c].

Mechanisms [SS76]. Melvin [Kea75]. memoriam [Hor77, Kea75]. memory [FG76, RBE+75]. meshes [Rua79].

messages [BB79]. Metamathematical [DS79]. Method [Ano77e, EO79, Gar76, Ada75, Coo75, DN78, KSZ75, KZHH77, KM78, KZMT78, KS78b, LVW76, Mar77, MP76, Neu75, Ort75a, Red79, Ros78, Smi78, Tho78]. Methods [Ano77c, Ano77g, BKLV75b, CS77, FGN79, GK76, Ger77, JI77, KS78c, LP78, McL79a, MM79b, RT77, RT78, She78, Ste78c, WK77, Wai79, Rod77a, Cho78a, Cho78b]. metrics [Coo78b]. Microcomputers [AMT78, AEMT79]. Mihailo [SS76]. mini [Ste78c]. mini-computer [Ste78e].

minimization [JJ77]. mixed [Se78]. model [Knu75, Red77, ZE77]. Modeling [Zer79c]. models [CO75, Dym79, Ste78b].

modern [Orn77]. modification [KZHH77].

monomial [Mil75]. Montréal [Ano78d, Ano79c]. Mordecar [Roo77].

Moulton [KFS77]. multicomponent [LL76]. Multiple [Cho77b]. multiplication [Asa76]. multiprogrammed [Ara75].

multistep [LP78]. Multivariate [Ano77c, Cho78b, Cho78a]. Murray [Po76].

Murty [Ste78a].

N [Ano77a, Coo78a]. N.J [Orr79a]. necessary [MR76]. network [LA79].

Newton [Gar76, Red79]. Nievergelt [Coo78a]. Nine [Ros75]. Nine-point [Ros75]. NJ [Coo78a, Wal78, Win78].

Nodal [KPR78]. node [And79]. noisy [Win79].

Non [CC75, RC77, Coo79, DGN75, JL79]. Non-linear [CC75, RC77, Coo79, JL79].

non-local [DGN75]. Nonlinear [LL76, WW78, Bro79, CS77, FD78, FN77].
GM76, GTG75, GK76, KZHH77, LP78, LI75, Net78, RO77, War75, Rod77a. normal [Cho77c]. note [RO77, Sim78]. notice [Ano77j]. nozzle [Bal75]. Numerical [BJY78, Gar79, Ger77, KS78a, MR76, MR77, SS78, Ano79c, Fat76, Fat78, LP78, MM79b, Wac77, dVDB75, Ano77g]. numerically [Bro79].


Other [Ano76b, Ano77k, Ano79b, Orn77]. outsiders [Orn77]. Oxf [1976]. Oxf [1976].


Pergamon [Ano77c, Ano77f, Orn77]. Periodic [EO79]. perturbative [Ros78]. phases [Neu75]. Physical [Ano77c]. physicists [Orn77]. physiology [Lie75]. piecewise [MM79a, Ort75a]. plane [Pea76]. plate [Pea76]. plates [CU78]. point [Ost75, RO77, Ros75]. Poisson [Ros75]. polynomial [KPR78, Mil75, Ort75a, Rao78]. polynomials [DK76, KZM78, Rie76]. Porter [Knu76]. Post [KFS77]. posteriori [GTG75]. power [Rie76]. pp [Ano77b, Ano77c, Ano77d, Ano77e, Ano77f, Ano77a, Ano77g, Ano77h, Cho77a, Cho77b, Ell76, Kin77, KS78c, Kt79, Orn77, Orr79a, Rod77b, Rod77a, Ste78d, Ste78e, Ste78b, Ste78e, SS78, Wal78]. pp. [Cho78a, Cho78b, Coo77b, Ste78a, Wid78]. practice [Coo78a]. Predictor [LFW75]. predictors [KFS77]. Prentice [Ano77d, Ano77g, Coo78a, Kit77, Orn77, Pol76, Rod77b, Wid79]. principles [Tho78]. probability [FG76, MT77]. problem [AH79, Bal75, Cla76, Coo75, CC76, Coo78c, Del78, FN77, Ger77, JS78b, LA79, Net78, RO77, RC76]. problems [BKLV75b, CS77, FG77, GM76, KS78c, LeB77, LL76, Lie75, MR76, MTC75, Sac76, She78]. Probst [Wal78]. Procedures [Wid78, Tal78, Tal79]. processing [Wid78]. Processor [Tom75]. profiles [GF79]. Profitability [CK76]. program [CK76]. programmable [HS77]. Programming [Ano78d, Rod77a, CC75, CS77, Coo79, JS78a, JS78b, War76, Cho77a, Ste78a]. programs [OMW76, Ano77h]. projection [KPR78, MK77, Wal78]. proof [DS79]. proof-checkers [DS79]. Propagation [Cek78]. properties [Sim78]. Proportions [GF79]. proving [OMW76, Win76]. public [BB79]. punch [KZ75]. Punctual [BJY78].

Pupin [SS76]. quadrature [BKLV75a, BKLV75b, Sil79, WW78]. Queueing [Coo77b]. queues [Neu75].

R [Kin77, Ste78b, Wal78, Zei79c]. radix [Asa76]. Ralston [KZ78c]. random [LG75]. ranges [RT77, RT78]. ratio [Rie76].
Rational [AAG79, Wac79, AEMT79, Cla76, Gou79a, Gou79b, LFW75, McL79a].

reactors [CU78].

real [EH78].

received [Ano76b, Ano77k, Ano78a, Ano79b].

recurrence [Cla76].

recursive [Asa76].

Reddy [Ano77a].

Regression [Cho77b].

related [Cla76, OMW76].

relationships [Dym79].

Recursive [Asa76].

Reddy [Ano77a].

Regression [Cho77b].

related [Cla76, OMW76].

representations [Hai78].

research [Ste78c, Wid78].

resolution [Ove75].

Review [Ano77b, Ano77c, Ano77d, Ano77e, Ano77f, Ano77a, Ano77g, Ano77h, Cho77a, Cho77b, Cho78a, Cho78b, Coo77b, Coo78a, Coo78b, Ell76, Kin77, KS78c, Kot79, Orn77, Orr79b, Orr79a, Pol76, Rod77b, Rod77a, Ste78d, Ste78a, Ste78c, Ste78b, Ste78c, SS76, Wal78, Wid78, Wid79, Zei79a, Zei79b, Zei79d, Zei79c].

Reynolds [Wid79].

Richard [Ano77b].

Riemann [DGN75, Tau75].

Rigorous [Rie76].

Rigidity [KZ75].

Rivest [BB79].

Road [LA79].

Robots [SS76].

Roman [Orn77].

Root [AMT78].

Rooting [Gar79].

routes [CO75].

Rubinow [Ell76].

rules [WW78].

S

[Ell76, KS78c].

Sample [Cho77c].

San [Cho77a].

Savage [Orr79b, Ste78d].

Scale [LeB77].

scheme [AH79, Fat78].

Science [Ano77f, Ano77c, Kot79, Orr79a, Zei79b].

Second [Far77, Ano77a].

Segerlind [Ano77b].

Selection [GK76].

Semi [HS77, Wac77].

Semi-discrete [Wac77].

Semi-infinite [HS77].

Semicardinal [Sil79].

Sequences [Bro79, LG75, Sma78].

Sequential [Cho77c, Dym79].

Series [KS75a, Rie76, Sma78].

Set [KS75b, War76].

SETL [KS75b].

Sets [Cha76, KS78a].

Shamir [BB79].

Shock [MP76].

Side [AM79, Rie76].

Significance [MT77].

Simulation [CO75, Wal78].

Simultaneous [Gar79].

singular [DN78].

singularities [Red79, Won77].

Singularity [WW78].

Sixties [Ort75b].

Size [JJ77].

Sizes [Cho77c].

Smoothing [Sta76].

Society [Pol76].

software [Sha79, Coo78b].

Solution [EO79, Ada75, CS77, DN78, FD78, Fat76, Fat78, GM76, GTG75, MR78, Rie76, Ros78, Wac77].

Solutions [Far77, Red77, Ros75, Sac76, Str76].

Solving [BKLV75b, GK76, KS75a, LP78, WK77, Wai79].

Some [Luk75, Str76, Sza79, Cla76, DGN75, Dyn79, Lie75, Sim78, Orn77].

Sommerfeld [Ger77].

Sonquist [Wid78].

Spacetime [DGN75].

Sparse [EO79, EGS75].

Spectroscopy [Bat78].

Spinor [Sze75].

Spline [JL79, LR75, Sim78].

Splines [BKLV75a].

Splitting [Tao75].

Square [AMT78, Gar79].

Square-Rooting [Gar79].

Squares [FG77].

Squeeze [Mar77].

Stability [Bro79, Gar79, Wac77, McL79c, RT77, RT78].

Stable [KFS77, LP78].

Stack [FG76].

Staffing [Coo77a].

Stanat [Ort79a, Zei79b].

Standard [Ste78c].

State [MTC75, Wei77].

Stationary [Red77].

Statistical [Cho78b, Cho78a, KS78c].

Statistics [Cho77a, Kot79].

Step [Ort75a, Fat78].

Stieltjes [Luk77].

Stiff [LP78].

Stiffness [SH77].

Stochastic [Coo78b, LeB77].

Strategy [FT75].

String [BJY78].

Strip [Ano77e].

Structural [Ano77e].

Structured [Knu75].

Studies [Ort75b].

Study [RC76, Tom75].

Sturm [Bal75].

Subspace [GK76].

Successive [LI75].

Sung [Kot79].

Surface [Ste78b].

Survey [Wid78].

Symbolic [St79].

Symposium [Ano78d, Ano79c].

System [Ano77d, Knu75, ZE77].

Systems [Coo77b, EO79, Ara75, FG76, Gk76, KZHH77, LI75, WK77, Wai79, Wei77].

T

[Ano77a, Ste78b, Wid79].

Tau [Ort75a].

Technique [JL79, MM79a].

Techniques [AM79, Wai79].

Technology [Ano77f].
temperatures [Hai78]. ten [And79].


W [Ste78b]. Wachspress [Gou79a, Gou79b, AAG79]. Wallis [Ste78b].

water [Ste78b]. weighting [LM75].

Wesolowsky [Cho77b]. where [Rie76].

Widder [Rod77b]. Wiley [Ano77b, Ano77c, Ano77a, Ano77h, Cho77b, Cho78a, Cho78b, Coo77b, Ell76, KS78c, Orr79b, Ste78d, Ste78a, Ste78e, Ste78b]. Wilf [KS78c]. William [Wid78]. Wilson [Ano77g].
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